
When the Full Moon Shines Its Magic over Monument Valley 
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article that follows, he focuses on the sensations generated first by his surrounding and then by 
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     We were camped here in early spring, by one of those open-faced shelters that the Navajos 
have provided for tourists in this part of their vast tribal park on the Arizona-Utah border, 23 
miles north of Kayenta.  It was cool but pleasant, and we were alone, three men in a truck. 
      
     We were here for a purpose; to see the full moon rise over this most mysterious and lonely of 
scenic wonders, where fantastically eroded red and yellow sandstone shapes soar to the sky like a 
giant’s chess pieces and where people – especially white strangers – come quickly to feel like 
pretty small change indeed.  

     Because all Navajo dwellings face east, our camp faced east – toward the rising sun and the 
rising moon and across a limitless expanse of tawny desert, that ancient sea, framed by the 
towering nearby twin pinnacles called The Mittens.  We began to feel the magic even before the 
sun was fully down.  It occurred when a diminutive wraith of a Navajo girl wearing a long, dark, 
velvet dress gleaming with silver ornaments drifted silently by, herding a flock of ghostly sheep 
to a waterhole somewhere.  A bell on one of the rams tinkled faintly, and then its music was lost 
in the soft rustle of the night wind, leaving us with an impression that perhaps we had seen 
nothing at all.   

Just then, a large wooly dog appeared out of the gloom, seeming to materialize on the spot.  It sat 
quietly on the edge of the glow from our campfire, its eyes shining like mirrors.  It made no 
sound but when we offered food, it accepted the gift gravely and with much dignity.  The dog 
then vanished again, probably to join the girl and her flock.  We were not certain it was not part 
of the illusion. 

     As the sun disappeared entirely, the evening afterglow brush tipped all the spires and cliffs 
with magenta, deepening to purple, and the sand ripples stood out like miniature ocean waves in 
darkening shades of orange.  Off to the east on the edge of the desert, a pale saffron glow told us 
the moon was about to rise behind a thin layer of clouds, slashed by the white contrail of an 
invisible jet airplane miles away. 

     We had our cameras on tripods and were fussing with light meters, making casual bets as to 
the exact place where the moon would first appear, when it happened – instant enchantment.  



Precisely between the twin spires of The Mittens, the enormous globe loomed suddenly, seeming 
as big as the sun itself, behind a coppery curtain on the rim of creation. 

     We were as totally unprepared for the great size of the moon as we were for its flaming color, 
nor could we have prepared ourselves for the improbable setting.  We felt like the wizards of 
Stonehenge, commanding the planets to send their light through the magic orifices in line at the 
equinox.  Had the Navajo medicine men contrived this for our benefit? 

     The massive disk of the moon seemed to rise very fast at first, an optical effect magnified by 
the crystalline air and the flatness of the landscape between us and the distant ragged skyline.  
Then it seemed to pause for a moment, as if it were pinioned on one of the pinnacles or impaled 
on a sharply upthrusting rocky point.  Its blazing light made inky shadows all around us, split by 
the brilliant wedge of the moon’s path between the spires.  The wind had stopped.  There was not 
a sound anywhere, nor even a whisper.  If a drum had sounded just then, it would not have been 
out of place, I suppose, but it would have frightened us half to death. 

     Before the moon had cleared the tops of The Mittens, the show was over and the magic was 
gone.  A thin veil of clouds spread over the sky, ending the spell as suddenly as it had come upon 
us.  It was as if the gods had decided that we had seen enough for mere mortals on one spring 
night, and I must confess it was something of a relief to find ourselves back on mundane earth 
again, with sand in our shoes and a chill in the air.            

         


